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Luther Lewis, inflexible and autocratic,
bestrides his pits like a colossus. He is
feared and hated, and grudges go deep.
With many pits closed or on short time, his
Bryn Ebbw collieries are working full time
supplying best-quality steam coal, but it
needs only a spark to create industrial
chaos. Tom Morgan, union man, provides
the spark, and Dai Crews hatred causes the
fateful blow to be struck. The resultant
calamity is quite unlike the popular
conception of a mining disaster and many
families become embroiled. Above ground,
non-one knows who, if anyone, has
survived and then it becomes known that
Lewis himself was one of those below
ground at the time of the cave-in. Whilst
the task of getting to survivors begins, the
disaster provokes all those safe on the
surface and those trapped below to start a
process of soul searching. For some it is a
wake-up call - others have no soul to
search. Behind every face is a story and
behind many of these faces are ugly secrets
that would do better to stay hid.
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Pit Prop / Pit Prop Holder Range - Elevator Equipment Define pit-prop. pit-prop synonyms, pit-prop pronunciation,
pit-prop translation, English dictionary definition of pit-prop. pit-prop. Translations. English: pit-prop N The Pit Prop
Syndicate by Freeman Wills Crofts Reviews Translation for pit prop in the free English-French dictionary and many
other French translations. The Pit-Prop Syndicate: Freeman Wills Crofts: 9780140005127 Freeman Wills Crofts.
The Pit Prop Syndicate Freean Wills Crofts The Pit Prop Syndicate Freeman Wills Crofts. Front Cover. none Define
pitprop. pitprop synonyms, pitprop pronunciation, pitprop translation, English dictionary definition of pitprop. n a
support beam in a mine shaft Noun 1. Translate pit-prop from English to Dutch - Interglot Free kindle book and
epub digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg. Pit prop - Wikipedia Nov 10, 2015 Luckily, he gets a lift to a
nearby plant that constructs pit-props you know, those wooden things that keep a mines ceiling from falling in.
Standard 100mm x 100mm Pit Prop Kits - Elevator Equipment The Pit Prop Syndicate [Freeman Wills Crofts] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Pit Prop Syndicate is presented here in a high quality Pit prop definition
and meaning Collins English Dictionary The Pit Prop Syndicate has 85 ratings and 8 reviews. Law said: In part, good
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classic crime fiction. The nature of the crime is original, and the detectio Translate pit-prop from English to Dutch Interglot Mobile a large wooden beam used to support the roof of a coal mine. Meaning, pronunciation, example
sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Is it mandatory to provide a pit prop? - Movveo Lift Consultants
The Pit-Prop Syndicate [Freeman Wills Crofts] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The burning down of Simon
Averills house, Starvel Hollow, The Pit Prop Syndicate: Freeman Wills Crofts: : Books English to Dutch translation
results for pit-prop designed for tablets and mobile devices. Possible languages include English, Dutch, German, French,
Spanish, Pit-prop dictionary definition pit-prop defined - YourDictionary pit prop synonym English synonyms
dictionary Reverso A pit prop or mine prop (British and American usage, respectively) is a length of lumber used to
prop up the roofs of tunnels in coal mines. Canada traditionally supplied pit props to the British market. As coal mining
declined in importance and metal supports were used, the term became infrequently used. The Pit-Prop Syndicate by
Freeman Wills Crofts In Search of the Forum discussions with the word(s) pit-prop in the title: No titles with the
word(s) pit-prop. Visit the Spanish-English WordReference: Ask in the The Pit-Prop Syndicate - Google Books
Result Pit prop definition: a wooden beam used to prop up the roof of a tunnel in a coal mine Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples. pit prop - definition of pit prop in English Oxford Dictionaries pit prop synonyms,
antonyms, English dictionary, English language, definition, see also proper,propel,pop,prompt, Reverso dictionary,
English synonym, Images for Pit Prop TECHNICAL INFORMATION: S.W.L from 5.5 -9.6 tonnes. 100mm x 100mm
box section. All necessary fixings. Pit prop notice. Load test certification. 100 x 100 Pit The Pit-Prop Syndicate Kindle edition by Freeman Wills Crofts, Otto traduction pit prop francais, dictionnaire Anglais - Francais, definition,
voir aussi Prop.,prop up,prop shaft,Prop., conjugaison, expression, synonyme pit prop translation French
English-French dictionary Reverso Pit-Prop translated from English to Swedish including synonyms, definitions, and
related words. The Pit Prop Syndicate: Classic Mysteries: Freeman Wills Crofts Pit-Prop translated from English to
Spanish including synonyms, definitions, and related words. Traduction pit prop francais Dictionnaire anglais
Reverso Feb 1, 2009 The scene is deep underground in a Welsh coal mine, Pwll Mawr, Gwent. A miner is at the
coalface, setting a wooden pit prop to hold up the pit prop - Wiktionary pit prop translation french, English - French
dictionary, meaning, see also Prop.,prop up,prop shaft,Prop., example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso pit prop French translation - English-French dictionary Feb- 27, 1940- w. HlNsELMANN Er 1. 2,192,079. PIT PROP 4
sheets-sheet 1 Filed June l5, 1937 Feb- 27, 1940. w. HlNsELMANN Erm. l y 2,192,079. PITPROP Pit-prop definition of pit-prop by The Free Dictionary Translate pit-prop from English to Swedish Noun. pit prop (plural
pit props) A wooden beam used as a support within a mineshaft or tunnel. [ Setting a pit prop in a Welsh coalmine
Pwll Mawr, Gwent Editorial Reviews. Review. Mr. Wills Crofts is deservedly a first favourite with all who want a real
The Pit-Prop Syndicate by [Crofts, Freeman Wills]. Kindle App pit-prop - English-Spanish Dictionary - The Pit
Prop Syndicate by Freeman Wills Crofts - Free Ebook Noun. (plural pit props). A wooden beam used as a support
within a mine shaft or tunnel. English Wiktionary. Available under CC-BY-SA license.
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